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 Abstract : The present paper proposes a novel scheme of application of linear wavelets in Digital  image 

processing and statistical evaluation of tongue image for diagnosis in Ayurvedic medical system. The proposed 

method attempts to differentiate the tongue of a person with healthy or unhealthy conditions.  It consists of two 

techniques applied sequentially: first, enhancement of the tongue image for extracting the true nature of colors 

and textures on different parts of the tongue and applying wavelets transform; second, computing the statistical 

features to identify, whether the tongue image belongs to a healthy or unhealthy person. The scheme is 

implemented on a database including images from internet and selected college hostel students. The analysis of 

the results reveals that our method can significantly assist in the tongue diagnosis. This proposed method helps 

in expanding the scope of tongue diagnosis system in Ayurvedic medical system towards reliable and 

computationally inexpensive diagnostic model.   
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I. INTRODUCTION  
The Traditional Medical practitioners rely on patient‟s bodies to tell them whether something is wrong 

in the patient‟s body. Different visible parts of the body like the skin, hair, eyes, lips and nails as indicators of 

internal imbalance and the tongue can also provide them with vital clues [1]. In fact, in traditional Chinese and 

Indian Ayurvedic medicine, observation of the tongue plays a fundamental role in determining a person‟s status 

of health. This system of diagnosis dates back to several thousand years, and has long been used as an 

investigative tool by practitioners of traditional schools of medicine. Modern Western medicine recognizes that 

the tongue can be a mirror of illnesses which are systemic and not just local to the tongue. Traditional Indian 

medicine-Ayurveda has developed the observation of the tongue into a general system of diagnosis.  

In Ayurvedic medicine the tongue is seen to not only shows the symptoms of diseases but also to 

reflect the degree of health or imbalance of the body. The tongue is examined to assist in diagnosis and to the 

extent in which the tongue changes with treatment can indicate how successful the treatment has been [2]. 

„Tongue analysis‟ is one of the processes in the Ayurvedic system [3] of patient understanding and management. 

Ayurvedic practitioners ask the patient to open their mouth and show the tongue to extract the required visual 

information. The  practitioner‟s interest in the tongue are – 1) size and shape of the tongue 2)tip 3)width 

4)thickness 5) color 6)texture 7) projections 8) fissures & cuts 9) coating/fur 10) swelling 11)bleeding 12) and 

above conditions in different parts of  the tongue, etc. Based on this visual information and with their knowledge 

and experience; Medical practitioners try to understand the condition of the patient. The role of digital image 

processing comes as a tool developer to the analysis of tongue image. It is better if we examine and understand 

the color feature and texture feature of the tongue image of a healthy person and unhealthy person separately to 

apply the computer aided techniques for the evaluation of the tongue. The processing of tongue image navigates 

through different steps like: enhancement of image, identifying the color and texture of the tongue, highlighting 

the irregularities and application of statistical differentiators etc… 

There were many attempts to implement Digital image processing techniques for the processing of the 

tongue image to make it more useful for medical practitioners. A lot of research was done for traditional 

Chinese medicine. Recently, new approaches for processing the tongue images have received a great deal of 

interest among researchers. A brief review of some of the recent researches is presented here. Wangmeng Zuo et 

al. [4] presented a technique for tongue image segmentation by merging polar edge detector and active contour 

model. The results revealed that the tongue segmentation can segment the tongue precisely. A measurable 

assessment on 50 images shows that the mean DCP (the distance to the closest point) of the proposed technique 

is 5.86 pixels, and the average true positive (TP) percent is 97.2%. Bo Pang et al. [5] presented a tongue-

computing model for the diagnosis of appendicitis based on quantitative measurements that comprise chromatic 

and textural metrics. Customary tongue diagnosis is always dedicated to the identification of syndromes other 

than ailments. Applying their method to clinical tongue images, the tentative results are promising. Yang Ben 

Sheng et al. [6] proposed an image segmentation algorithm centered on the shortest path. The algorithm is 
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superior to the conventional region growing algorithm, to overcome certain disadvantages experienced by old-

fashioned region growing built on competing seeds. Algorithm depicts the contours of the object area precisely, 

particularly when it is used to segment the local object of the image, the segmentation outcomes are useful to 

sequence image analysis and patter recognition. Wang X and Zhang D [7] proposed an optimized correction 

scheme that amends the tongue images captured in various device-dependent color spaces to the target device-

independent color space. While the tentative results on real tongue images illustrate that the distorted tongue 

images (taken in different device-dependent color spaces) become steadier with each other. In actual fact, the 

average color difference amid them is significantly abridged by more than 95%.  The segmentation of the body 

of tongue plays a significant part in automatic tongue diagnosis in Traditional Chinese Medicine. If there are 

comparable grayscales near the boundaries of the body of tongue, it is tough to excerpt the body of tongue 

suitably with some standard methods directly. In order to overcome this effort, Wenshu Li et al. [8] have offered 

a technique that joins prior knowledge with improved. 

As explained above, several methods [9,10,11,12,13,14,15] have been proposed for the analysis of 

tongue image segmentation and every method performed good by its own algorithm and function. Though 

researchers have made significant advancement in the standardization and quantification of tongue diagnosis, 

there are still significant problems with the existing approaches. First, most of the methods are only concerned 

with the detection of special features on tongue and their separation from the original image. Second, the 

original validity of these methods and systems is usually derived from a comparison between the diagnostic 

results that are acquired from the methods or systems and the judgments made by skillful practitioners of tongue 

diagnosis. Third, only few samples are used in the experiments and this is far from meeting the requirements of 

obtaining a reasonable result in statistical pattern recognition. Based on the above literature survey the present 

paper proposes a new one-level linear wavelet decomposition technique of Tongue analysis based on texture 

features derived from co-occurrence parameters and application of statistical features on the image to get a valid 

result on the health condition of the person of that image.  To validate the proposed method, JNTUH-students 

database images and Google images are considered for the experimental analysis.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section (2) introduction to wavelets, section (3) 

focuses on proposed Tongue analysis approach, section (4) describes results and discussion and section (5) 

describes the conclusion.  

 

II. INTRODUCTION TO WAVELETS  

The wavelet transform is a multi-resolution technique, that can be implemented as a tree structure and 

is similar to sub-band decomposition[16,17].There are various wavelet transforms like Haar, Daubechies(Db6), 

Coiflet (Cf6), Symlet (Sym8) and etc. They differ with each other in the formation and in the reconstruction. 

The wavelet transform divides the original image into four sub bands and they are denoted by LL (low-low), LH 

(low-high), HL (high-low) and HH (high-high) frequency sub bands. The HH sub image represents diagonal 

details (high frequencies in both directions), HL gives horizontal high frequencies (vertical edges), LH gives 

vertical high frequencies (horizontal edges), and the image LL corresponds to the lowest frequencies. At the 

subsequent scale of analysis, the image LL undergoes the decomposition using the same filters, having always 

the lowest frequency component located in the upper left corner of the image. Each stage of the analysis 

produces next four sub images whose size is reduced twice when compared to the previous scale. i.e. for level 

„n‟ we get a total of „4+ (n-1)*3‟ sub bands. The size of the wavelet representation is the same as the size of the 

original. The Haar wavelet method [17] is the first known wavelet and was proposed by Alfred Haar. He used 

these functions to give an example of a countable orthonormal system for the space of square-integral functions 

on the real line. The Haar wavelet's scaling function coefficients are h {k} = {0.5, 0.5} and wavelet function 

coefficients are g {k} = {0.5, -0.5}. The Daubechies wavelets [18] are a family of orthogonal wavelets defining 

a discrete wavelet transform and characterized by a maximal number of vanishing moments for some given 

support. With each wavelet type of this class, there is a scaling function which generates an orthogonal 

multiresolution analysis. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

In the first stage of the proposed methodology, the several types of filtering and enhancement 

techniques are tried to improve the image quality of the tongue as in most of the cases, the direct image from the 

camera is not found to be suitable for the extraction of the statistical features  for the differentiation from the 

healthy and unhealthy person. After much research on the enhancement, two enhancement techniques were 

evolved with enhancement threshold factors ETF-1 and ETF-2 which are found to give better results for the 

classification of the images. To overcome the complexity of using statistical features on entire image, the image 

is decomposed with linear one-level wavelet decomposition technique i.e. Haar and Daubechies. Then the 

methodology crops the major centre portion of the decomposed part and evaluates the texture features of 

cropped part. The proposed method crops the tongue image with a standard pixel size of 100x100. The tongue 
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statistical features (TSF) are derived from the statistical parameters [19]. They are given in the following 

definitions and equations. 

 

TSF1:  Mean (f(x,y)) - it is most basic of all statistical measure. Its mathematical formulation is given as follows 

                               ………………………………….…….......................(1)   

TSF2: Standard Deviation (f
1
(x,y))  -It is a most widely used measure of variability or diversity used in 

Mathematical representation of standard deviation is given by  

                               …..……………………….. ... (2) 

 

TSF3:  Entropy - it is the measure of randomness. Its mathematical representation is given by following 

equation. 

                                ....................................................(3) 

The following figures- 1 and 2 are the examples of the images from the database considered for the 

evaluation of our proposed technique. The sample original tongue images are shown in below and they are 

named from (a) to (l). 

                                       
             Figure-1 Images from internet                   Figure-2 Images of students of JNTUH 

The algorithm for the proposed scheme is given in Figure-3 . It is implemented with two databases one 

after another. The two types of wavelets Haar and Daubechies are implemented separately with both of the 

databases. The values of ETF-1 and ETf-2 and TSF-1, TSF-2 and TSF-3 are determined after performing 

number of iterations on the images of JNTUH database and with the help of Medical practitioner. 
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Figure-3  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The following figures and tables show the analysis results of the tongue statistical feature analysis data 

for the healthy and unhealthy persons after the implementation of the above Algorithm/Flowchart. The factors 

ETF-1, 2, T1 and TSF-1, 2, 3 are established after learning through evaluation of the results. The three statistical 

features are applied on 154 tongue images from JNTUH CEJ student‟s database. The tongue statistical features 

are evaluated on each of the tongue image as explained in above section and listed sample results in Table 1 and 

3 with Enhanced Grey scale method and Enhanced True color method respectively. 

The below tables show the example results of image analysis of the tongue after applying statistical 

measuring techniques on the wavelet transformed images. Tables- 1,2,3,4 belongs to JNTUH students database 

and Tables- 5,6,7,8 belongs to internet database. H/Uh indicates Healthy / Unhealthy condition of the person. 
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Table-1     Table-2 

     
Table-3         Table-4 

      
Table-5           Table-6 

      
Table-7           Table-8 

       
The evaluation of False Negative and False Positive results for failure tongue identification of each 

technique on tongue database are given in Table 9, 10, 11 and 12. 
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Table-9 Rate of FPR and FNR for Db6 wavelet     Table-10 Rate of FPR and FNR for Haar wavelet  

transform on internet database      transform on internet database 

 
EGS- enhanced grey scale method of image enhancement,       TC- true colour method of image enhancement 

 

Figure-4 FPR for internet database            Figure-5 FNR for internet database 

          
FPR – False positive results    FNR – False negative results 

 

Table-11 Rate of FPR and FNR for Db6 wavelet     Table-12 Rate of FPR and FNR for Haar wavelet  

transform on JNTUH database      transform on JNTUH database 
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Figure-6 FPR for JNTUH database            Figure-7 FNR for JNTUHdatabase 

           
 

The success identification rate of healthy & un-healthy tongue images with enhanced grey scale & true color 

images are given in Table 13 and 14. Overall comparison is explained in the figure-8. 

 

Table-13 Success rates of Db6 and Haar transforms Table-14 Success rates of Db6 and Haar transforms 

 H/UH- internet database    H/UH- JNTUH database 

 
 

Figure-8 Comparison of H/UH success rate on JNTUH and Internet databases using Db6 and Haar  

wavelet transforms 

 
J- JNTUH students database,    G- Intenet database from google 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
Tongue image analysis is one of the useful non invasive diagnostic tools for Ayurvedic medical 

practitioner. In this paper a novel method for Tongue analysis based one-level linear wavelet decomposed 

texture features derived from co-occurrence matrices in all orientation.  Thus, in current method, enhancement is 

done by finding suitable threshold values which are Tongue Enhancement Factors to reproduce true color image 

and white coating of the tongue by color image processing and cracks and pimples/buds were highlighted by 

processing the image in grey scale. In the proposed method the tongue statistical features TSF1 and TSF2 are 
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having better performance than TSF3.  Applying enhanced True color technique, an average of 92% of Healthy 

and Un-healthy tongue images are identified correctly. Among the two wavelet decomposition techniques that 

are used, the Daubechies is having slightly better performance than Haar. On over all basis it is proven that the 

performance (speed, recognition rate) of the Tongue analysis system is improved by applying one-level linear 

wavelet decomposition techniques. From the evaluation of the results it is showed that the proposed methods 

gives the appropriate results and is well suited for the tongue image processing. Further enhancement to the 

system can be done by improving the localized intensity methods and calculation of the features and giving an 

empirical table to identify the tongue disease wise. And also the performance of this system is more for standard 

tongue database than images down loaded from Google Images. This variation is due to the changes in image 

capturing environment, noise, and variation in properties of the images that are down loaded from Google 

Images.  
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